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Project Information in Japan
Refreshment of the Wakato Bridge
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September of 2012 is the 50th anniversary of the Wakato Bridge opening (Photo-4). An investigation of
soundness of the whole bridge and a replacement of suspender ropes and cable band bolts work have been conducted and will be finished just before the anniversary.
The investigation and the replacement work are as follows.
1. Main cable investigation
Two panels (16.8m) of wrapping wires were removed and the inside condition of the main cable was
investigated. The inside condition is very sound.
Breakage of many wires was found at the contact
points between the main cable and cable bands when
cable bands were removed. Additional investigation
of cable bands under more severe condition has been
conducted based on the above result (Photo-5).
2. Replacement of suspender ropes
Four suspender ropes of two panel points are replaced. The removed ropes are used for tensile test
and corrosion test at the socket area in order to investigate the soundness of suspender ropes.
3. Replacement of cable band bolts
All of the cable band bolts (n=1584bolts, "
=46mm, l=480m ) are replaced by new bolts ("
=30mm, l=600m ). Sectional area of some cable band
bolts at lower side is reduced because lower side bolts
are influenced by water (photo-6).
(Original information was provided by Kitakyushu City
Road Public Corporation.)
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Photo-5 Main cable investigation
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Photo-4 Wakato Bridge
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Photo-6 Exchange of cable band bolts

Overseas Information
Matadi Bridge in Congo (DR Congo)
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Matadi Bridge is a 722m long suspension bridge with
a 520m center span, which was opened in 1983 in Matadi
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DR Congo).
The bridge has two lanes for traffic with two sidewalks.
The bridge was designed to have 4 lanes and a rail way in
the future.
Because the bridge engineers of the Banana Kinshasa
Equipment Organization (OEBK) have conducted general maintenance and repainting of the bridge, the bridge
is relatively in a good condition in spite of 28 years after
the completion.
However, because of the internal and international
warfare, the political condition of DR Congo had been
very bad for a long time after the completion. Efficient
equipment necessary for maintenance has not been renewed. Detailed inspection and some repair works were
not conducted.
Many engineers of OEBK had a technical training in
Japan in order to study Japanese bridge engineering when
the bridge was under construction. However, only two
engineers who studied and trained in Japan for the bridge
maintenance are working in OEBK.
HSBE has conducted two JICA training courses for
OEBK engineers in 2010 and 2011. HSBE sent its engineers to DR Congo as JICA experts in 2010 and 2011.
HSBE will continue to provide training courses and
also to send its engineers to DR Congo for technical cooperation to Matadi Bridge.
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(Photo-8 Training of Congoñese Engineers)
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International Conference
Technical Support for Ulsan Harbor Bridge
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According to the contract of “the technical advice
services for tunnel type anchorage of the Ulsan Grand
Bridge” with ENVICO Consultants Co., Ltd., engineers
of Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Expressway Co., Ltd.
(HSBE) have visited the site twice to provide technical
advices.
Technical advice has been provided on design, fabrication and erection of the cable anchor frame and inner
concrete works based on technical experiences and
knowledge of tunnel type anchorage at the Kurushima-Kaikyo Bridges.
At present, excavation for tunnel type anchorage and
execution of concrete towers have started after completion of two tower foundation works at the Ulsan Harbor
Bridge.

Long-Span Bridges in China
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Photo-10 Excavation for Tunnel Type Anchorage

Mr. Fujiwara, the director of Long-Span Bridge Engineering Center at HSBE and the leader of the delegation, and three HSBE members visited Runyang Bridge
(suspension bridge), Jiangyin Bridge (suspension
bridge), and Sutong Bridge (cable-stayed bridge) which
cross Yangtze River in China on December 15-16, 2011,
and had technical meeting with administrators of these
bridges and professors.
During the meeting, they had aggressive discussions
on the present condition and problems associated with
maintenance, bridge monitoring, and so on. HSBE
members also visited exhibition halls of Runyang Bridge
and Sutong Bridge, an anchorage of Jiangyin Bridge, an
operation center, etc.
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Photo-12 Jiangyin Bridge

Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Expressway
Company Limited
4-1-22 Onoedori, Chuo-ku, Kobe, 651-0088, Japan
TEL : +81-78-291-1071 FAX : +81-78-291-1087
Long-Span Bridge Engineering Center
http://www.jb-honshi.co.jp/english

(Construction Management)
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